
Product Description： 

The M shape sandwich diamond cutting segment design reduces the friction, speeds up
the cutting speed of stone, prolongs the service life of the cutter head and improves the
performance of the cutter head. Make the saw blade more flat and smooth to cut the large
stone plate with flat surface and improve the yield.

The length of conventional cutter head is 24mm and 40mm, and other sizes and shapes can
be customized according to requirements. We have M type, K type, flat type, fan type, W
type, V type, slot, U type, etc.

The quality of our cutter head can be compared with Wanlong cutter head. The style is the
same as Wanlong cutter head, and the cutting performance is the same as Wanlong saw
blade cutter head. If the batch is large, the discount is also great.

Feature: 

1.Large batches of cutter heads, high discounts.

2.Diamond saw blade with diamond segment,Stable cutting,narrow cutting gap,stone waste
reduction.

3.Diamond granite segment for block cutting,smooth cutting,flat surface and even size,good
cutting effect.

Product Specification: 

The Following Are Normal Specifications M Shape Sandwich Diamond Cutting Segment:

 Blade
Diameter

Blade
Thickness  

Segment Size 
(LxWxH) 

Blade
Hole Max.RPM

1600mm
(64 Inch) 6.5（7.2）mm 24X9.2/8.4x13/15mm  80/110mm 550 RPM

The above specifications is only for reference, other specifications may be available as per
customer's demand.

Other Specifications Of Cutter Segment:



Multi Blade And Single Disc Saw Blade Specifications:



Product show 

M Shape Sandwich Diamond Cutting Segment For Cutting Granite





Application: 

Wet cutting for granite block.

Diamond granite segment for single blade and mutil blade.

Stone block cutting diamond segments for granite and hard stone.

Granite block diamond segment for single arm machine,bridge cutting machine.





FAQ

1. Do you offer free samples?
Normally we do not offer free samples, but we guaranty our product's quality.

2. How can we be your agent in our country?
Please inform us your detailed company, we will discuss and propose helpful suggestion for
you, and to find the best solution for you.



3. If we need technical support, can you offer us?
Yes, we have an experienced team, offering our customers additional benefits with specific
advice, by our product management staff, engineers and technicians.

Contact Us: 

 No.605 Huahui Center, Shuitou Town 362342 Quanzhou, Fujian, China

TEL: (+86)595-86990206 /  Fax: (+86)595-86990220

Mobile/WhatsApp/Wechat: (+ 86) 18650679939 

E-mail: boreway@boreway.com

Lyon Chang


